











				THE MAD HOUSE

			screenplay by Joseph Coughlan
		based on the short story by Joseph Coughlan




OPENING SCENE OVER NEWSPAPER CLIPINGS OF SCHOOL IN A BOMB ATTACK

EXT.1: School Front, Daytime


ANNOUCER
We are here today, to witness the re-opening of such a great school, and the person cutting the red ribbon, is non other than former Chapman Secondary School headmaster, JEFF DOBERMAN. 

The crowd applause. 

JEFF DOBERMAN
Wow, it's been awhile since I've had an audience like this in front of me. I would like to say - before I cut the red ribbon - that I'd like to thank Mr. PATRICK VICAUGHSKI for helping me with the re-opening of this school. R.I.P. PATRICK. And I'd also like to pay respect, to the teachers and students that tragically died here, just over 10 years ago. 

The crowd applause again, but is interupted by a crazy old person. 

CRAZY PERSON
You are making a big mistake here fella'!

JEFF DOBERMAN
Excuse me?

CRAZY PERSON
I witnessed the school blow up, and now it has a curse. The young souls must rest in peace. 

JEFF DOBERMAN
Can somebody excuse this gentleman please?

CRAZY MAN
Don't cut the ribbon! Knock the school back down!! They'll return! They'll come back! They'll have their revenge!!!!

The crazy man's cries fade out as he is carried away by two security guards. Jeff thinks for a moment, and then relises where he is. 

JEFF DOBERMAN
Sorry for that disturbance, erm, should we get onto cutting the ribbon now? 

Jeff hesitatanly makes his way over to the front of the school still hearing the crazy man's words in his head. He begins to wonder if he is making the right decision. He shruggs the thought off and retrieves a pair of large scissors from the announcer. 

JEFF DOBERMAN
I now declare, that his school has been finally reopened

Jeff cuts the ribbon.


EXT. 2: School, 10 years later to the present day

School bell rings, four friends walk out of the front gates.

JASON
How fucking shit does that leaving party sound?!

EDDIE
I know! No boose, no drugs, no cigarettes. What's the point in a party?

KATIE 
I ain't going.

JOSH
What are we gonna do if we're not going? 

EDDIE 
Have a party of our own?

JOSH
Not a bad idea. Does anyone have boose at their house? Might save us going to get some.

JASON
I ain't. My dad took it all to his house, bastard. 

EDDIE
I finished my last bottle last night. Katie please tell us you have some? 

KATIE 
Well even if I do say I have some, I still won't have any. 

EDDIE
Smartarse. Guess we've gotta go get some then. Where are we having this private party anyways? 

JASON
Errrrr, BRYAN's house maybe. He said he wasn't going and wanted to have a party of his own.

JOSH
Yeah, call him and tell him we're coming. 

JASON
Ok

JASON takes out his mobile and calls a contact known as Cockshiner. 

JASON
BRYAN, we're thinking of having a private party at your house rather than the shit party at school. 

KATIE
We should get some beer in the Co-Op now. 

JASON nobs to her whilst listening to Bryan in the mobile and KATIE, JOSH and EDDIE heads inside the Co-Op where they meet VICKIE.

JOSH
Sup VICKIE. 

VICKIE
You going to the leaving party? 

EDDIE (whilst looking through the beer)
Nope. Bunch of crap. We're having a party of our own. 

VICKIE
That's a good idea. When and where? 

JOSH
As soon as possible. JASON's checking if he can go to BRYAN's house. 

VICKIE
Oh is JASON here? I've got his book he left in class

KATIE 
Yeah he's outside

VICKIE goes outside and EDDIE goes to the counter with two 6 pack of beer whilst everybody else goes outside. 

JASON puts the mobile back in his pocket as VICKIE, JOSH and KATIE step outside. 

JASON
BRYAN's parents are in until like 5, so we're gonna have to kill some time. 

VICKIE (presenting The Zombie Survival Guide to JASON)
JASON you forgot you're book in class. 

JASON
Oh thanks VICKIE. This is the third time I have got this book, I don't want it to be the third time I lost it. 

JOSH
Well what are we going to do for the next hour or so?

JASON
We could just hang around my house of something. 

KATIE
Sounds like an idea. 

EDDIE walks outside with the beer.

EDDIE
What's up?

VICKIE
BRYAN's parents leave at 5 so we're going to JASON's. 

EDDIE
Oh ok. 

The group get into JOSH's car with JASON,VICKIE and EDDIE in the back, JOSH driving and KATIE in shotgun. The car passes with music blaring and the camera then focuses on JEFF DOBERMAN across the street,entering an apartment block.

EXT.4: Apartment block, sun set

JEFF enters his flat and throws his keys onto the kitchen table. He hangs his jacket on the coat rack and goes into the kitchen. 

JEFF
Great. Nothing to eat.

JEFF sits on his couch and turns on the TV. 

JEFF
Nothing to watch either. 

JEFF turns his TV off and then puts his head back. A CRASH is then heard. JEFF gets up and walks towards the direction of the crash which came from the kitchen. JEFF gets up and walks to the kitchen where he sees the bullet bin knocked over. He kneels down to put all the rubbish back in the bin, but a gun cocks behind his head. 

ARMED MAN
Don't fucking move. 

JEFF
Whatever you want, take it! Money, jewelary anything!

The ARMED MAN pistol whips JEFF in the back of the head and re-points the gun at his head. 

ARMED MAN
Just shut your mouth and get up. 

JEFF gets up but grabs the ARMED MAN's pistol. A fight ensues between the two. The ARMED MAN knees JEFF in the gut which JEFF follows with a punch to the face. The ARMED MAN pistol whips JEFF again. JEFF trips onto the counter and hits the ARMED MAN with a frying pan. JEFF hits the ARMED MAN's hand with the frying pan knocking the pistol from his hand and into the living room. JEFF hits another punch on the ARMED MAN but is hit straight after with another punch. JEFF falls back and slips on some spilled water. JEFF is knocked out and the ARMED MAN walks casually into the living room to retrieve his pistol, but JEFF charges at him but is thrown into the coffee table. The ARMED MAN picks up his pistol aiming it back at JEFF. 

ARMED MAN
You made a big mistake re-opening that school. That school had died 20 years ago. You can't bring things back from the dead. 

JEFF
Please! Don't! Don't!

The ARMED MAN fires. 


EXT.5: Outside Jason's House, Sunset

EDDIE
So we got another 45 minutes to kill, so what can we do? 

JASON
Anyone got any suggestions? 

JOSH
Errr, we can play that Freddy Vs. Jason Trivia game.

KATIE
Nooo, we've played that too much. 

VICKIE 
Well I got to go to the shop anyways so I might aswell stay around BRYAN's house and I'll phone you when his parents are gone. 

JASON
Ok, see you at the party then

VICKIE
Bye

VICKIE walks down the road. JASON opens the front door with EDDIE and JOSH with the beer. 

JASON
Don't open that beer until the party

JOSH
Yeah yeah

KATIE (going down the hall)
I gotta take a leak

JASON
We could play the PS3

EDDIE
What games you got? 

JASON
I've got ...

JASON is cut off by KATIE's scream. JASON, EDDIE and JOSH rush to the toilet.

EDDIE
What happened? 

KATIE
I swear I saw someone in your garden

JASON
Shit

JASON rushes off. 

JOSH
You sure you saw someone? 

KATIE 
I can even explain to you who I saw. 

EDDIE
Start explaining then

KATIE
A man in black clothes, he had light brown hair and it was gelled back. 

JOSH
Sounds like a rapist

EDDIE
You're a rapist

JOSH
You're a paedo you fuckstain

EDDIE
Yeah I'm the fuckstain on your mum's pants

JOSH
You fucking cunt!

JOSH punches EDDIE in the face but KATIE stops the two from fighting. 

EDDIE
I'm gonna fucking kick your arse you bitch!

JOSH
Just try you arsehole!

A loud shotgun COCK is heard. JASON is standing in the kitchen with a double barrel shotgun. 

JASON
Come on. Stay quiet though. 

The group head out the backdoor staying as quiet as they can. After a search of the back garden, no one is seen. 

JOSH
You must be seeing things

KATIE
I'm sure I saw someone!

EDDIE (pointing towards the shed)
The shed.

JASON aims his shotgun and moves towards the shed with JOSH, EDDIE and KATIE behind him. JASON takes a necklace of keys from around his neck and throws them to JOSH who is in front of the shed. He uses a small key in the padlock. JOSH takes the padlock off and on the count of 3, opens the shed door. JASON runs into the shed pointing the shotgun in every part of the shed. No body is there. 

JASON
Nothing. 

JOSH
I told you you're seeing things, go to spec savers you idiot. 

KATIE
Shut up you cocksucker. 

EDDIE
Haha, you're getting the piss taken out of you by Katie. 

JOSH
Shut up you nob cheese!

EDDIE
What you gonna do about it you pleb

JOSH charges at EDDIE knocking him to the floor. JOSH punches EDDIE in the face with EDDIE following with a knee to the side. JASON puts the shotgun down and pulls JOSH from EDDIE. 

JASON
Stop it you fucking pricks!!

EDDIE
I'm gonna fuck you up you dick!

JOSH
I'm gonna kill you!

EDDIE elbows JASON in the face knocking him down and the fight starts again. KATIE tries to stop EDDIE and JOSH fighting but is pushed down by JOSH. JASON runs into them kicking them both down. JASON kicks EDDIE in the face while he is down but is chopblocked down by JOSH and is punched in the face. 

KATIE
Stop fighting! 

KATIE knees JOSH in the face and punches EDDIE twice in the face who tried to come behind her. 

JASON (rosen back to his feet)
You fight over just stupid comments, that are only made for a laugh. Now, stop the fighting and lets play some Playstation. 

EDDIE and JOSH oppologise to eachother.

KATIE
Don't forget your gun. Don't want it to rain and rust. 

JASON
True, true. 

JASON goes for his gun but strangly, it isn't there. 

JASON
Ok, gimme my gun back. 

JOSH
What? We've been fighting this whole time. 

KATIE
Don't look at me, I've been trying to stop the fight.

JASON thinks hard but it is strange. He checks the shed, only to find it in the same state it was when he first checked it. 

JASON
There is someone here. 

KATIE
I fucking knew it!

JOSH
How do you know? 

JASON
Well when we were all focused on the fight, someone took my gun and went probably in my house. 

EDDIE
Oh shit, we gotta fuck him up. 

JASON
That gun has two shells loaded, it only takes one to kill or really hurt someone, if he finds the rest of the shells, we'll be defenseless. I'll phone JAKE and tell him to bring some guys around to help us. 

KATIE
I have my knife. 

EDDIE
It's stupid to bring a knife to a gunfight. 

KATIE 
True, but otherwise we've got nothing to use. 

EDDIE
Yes, but either way we don't stand a chance. 

JASON starts talking on the phone in the background whilst JOSH, EDDIE and KATIE talk. 

SLAM!

KATIE
What was that?

JOSH
Sounded like that door shut. Is Jake here already? 

JASON
No, I just got off the phone. He said he's on his way. He'll be awhile because he's at the school still. He said he's getting JOE, DAVID, DREW, CHRIS, MIKE, ADAM, MILES and JIMMY. 

EDDIE
Can we focus on the closing door? Did he leave?

KATIE
Or did someone come in? 

JASON
I dunno, best wait until JAKE and the guys get here. 

JOSH
I'll phone my bro' ZACK and I'll get him here. 

JOSH calls ZACK. 

45 minutes later...

SLAM!

JASON
This should be them. They'll come out here if it's them. 

Awhile later, JAKE, DAVID, ZACK, JIMMY, MILES, JOE, CHRIS, MIKE, ADAM and MIKE arrive in the back garden. 

JAKE
We searched the whole house but no one was there. 

JASON
Did you find a shotgun? 

DAVID (holding a blackjack)
No guns. Nothing. 

ZACK
Sup JOSH.

JASON
We're gonna go back in and search the house again. Everybody stay in one room each and shut the door and lock it. My cousin left a few walkie talkies here when he last came, we'll keep in touch with them. 

The whole group go back into the house and go into the kitchen. 

JASON
Ok, we're all gonna have to split up into certain rooms. Also keep your eyes out for a shotgun and also the shells. I kept my shells in the top shelf of my cupboard. CHRIS and MIKE, you'll be in here. ZACK and ADAM you'll be in the toilet. 

ZACK
Fuck sake. He better come for a piss because I don't want to stay in there for ages. It'll make it look like 'Saw'

ADAM
Yeah

JASON
It's better than dying. 

ADAM
But they died in 'Saw'.

JASON
Shut up, anyways, JIMMY and JOSH, in the front room. DREW and KATIE, in the upstairs frontroom. DAVID and JOE, in my bedroom. 

JOE 
I might aswell go to sleep

DAVID
Shut up, you don't wanna wake up dead

JIMMY
Someone's been watching too much 'Scary Movie 3'

JASON
This is serious you dickheads

MIKE
Yeah so shut up you dumbarses and listen

JASON
JAKE and MILES, in the spare bedroom and I'll go into my mum and dad's old room before they moved out. EDDIE, you're with me. I'll go get the walkie talkies. 

JASON goes into the frontroom whilst the others get into their rooms. 

5 minutes later and everyone is in position and equipped with walkie talkies and melee weapons.

EXT 6: Kitchen

CHRIS
Do you think he'd hide in the washing machine? 

MIKE
If he was that thick then probably yeah

CHRIS
This is really boring man

MIKE
Yep

CHRIS
I'm hungry man

MIKE
Check his fridge for something

CHRIS goes over to the fridge and is about to open it when MIKE starts speaking again. 

MIKE
Don't you ever eat anything at school? The pizza was well nice today. You should ge...

MIKE is cut off by CHRIS hitting the floor with a silver spike in his neck, his blood pouring all over the carpeted hallway floor. 

MIKE
Holy shit!!! CHRIS! Someone help him!

JIMMY and JOSH rush out of the front room to help CHRIS.

JIMMY uses his jacket to stop the bleeding. His white jacket turning into a crimson red very quickly. 

JIMMY
Where'd the spike come from?!

MIKE
He just opened the fridge and a spike flew out!

JOSH
They've set traps all over the fucking house!!

CHRIS reaches to take the spike out. 

MIKE
CHRIS no! We can't risk it! Call the police!

JIMMY
They're not gonna believe us! We've got done so many times they don't believe us for anything no more!

MIKE
Shit, shit, shit!

JOSH pulls out his walkie talkie. 

JOSH (speaking in his walkie talkie)
You guys get down here now! CHRIS is badly hurt!

JASON, EDDIE, JAKES, MILES, KATIE, DREW, DAVID and JOE run down the stairs and find CHRIS on the floor. 

EDDIE
Jesus, what the fuck happened?!

KATIE
Call the police quick!

JIMMY
We can't! They'll love to put this on us.

JASON
Get him upstairs

DREW
No, don't move him. We don't want to put pressure on the wound. 

Whilst everybody was talking, CHRIS' head goes limp and dies of major bleeding. 

JOE
We have no choice!

JASON
Exactly, we have to move him!

MIKE
We'll move him slowly then, alright CHRIS we're gonna have to move you upstairs. CHRIS? CHRIS? Answer me man!

KATIE
Oh shit!

KATIE runs into the toilet and throws up whilst JASON gets a towel and places it over CHRIS' corpse. 

10 minutes later

The group are in JASON's bedroom, CHRIS' corpse being put in the upstairs front room. 

MIKE
What are we gonna do? A killer is in this fucking house and he's set traps everywhere, not to mention killing one of our friends. How the fuck can we explain that to anyone?!

DAVID
Dunno. Shit, we're stuck in a rock and a hard place. If we go outside with the body they'll think we killed him and if we just stay we'll get killed. 

SNIP!

EDDIE
What was that?

KATIE
It came from the front room.

JASON (silently)
Everybody just up!

While everybody listens for any movement, KATIE takes her bowie knife from her boot. They hear a footstep and MIKE rushes out. 

JASON
MIKE no!

The group follow him out into the front room but nobody is there. And CHRIS' corpse is missing. 

MIKE
Where the hell is the body?!

DREW (inspecting the phone)
He's cut the phone cord. 

EDDIE
Have you got another phone?

JASON
Yeah downstairs in the other front room. We don't we use our mobiles to call for more people to come? 

JAKE
We left all our phones at home today except CHRIS and DREW. What about your mobile? 

JASON
Oh I hav...Oh shit, I must of left it in the hallway downstairs. DREW where's yours? 

DREW
Shit! Mr.Birken took it off me today!

JASON
Oh bollocks! CHRIS has the only other mobile and his corpse is gone. We have to go and get mine in the hallway. Wait, where's MIKE?

Whilst everyone was talking, MIKE went on search of CHRIS' body and to get revenge on the killer. 

EDDIE
Shit he went after the killer, he'll get killed!

JAKE
We can't go out there because of the traps!

JASON
Fine, we'll stick in the areas where we were. Remember to be careful because of the traps and keep your eyes out for MIKE and that god damn shotgun. Wait, did anybody check for the shells? 

DAVID goes quickly into JASON's room and searches the cupboard but finds no shells. 

DAVID
There's no shells here man. 

JASON
What?

DAVID
There's no shells. 

JASON
Oh shit he got the fucking shells! Everyone get into their areas. 

Everybody takes off into their areas and JASON runs downstairs to the hallway to get his mobile but finds it to be missing. 

JASON
Oh for fuck sake. ADAM, ZACK. If you see my phone then radio me.

ADAM
Yeah, ok.

JASON goes back upstairs. 

ZACK
This is fucked up.

ADAM
For sure. 

MOBILE RINGTONE GOES OFF. 

ZACK
Did you hear that? 

ADAM
You go check.

ZACK
Rock, paper, scissors. 

ADAM
Fine.

ZACK loses the game. 

ZACK
Man, you suck. 

ZACK goes out of the toilet and follows where the ringtone came from. Meanwhile, ADAM stands in the toilet whilst something rises from the dirty bathwater. The figure bursts through the shower curtains and grabs ADAM from behind, slitting his throat with a huge hunting knife. The figure then proceeds to hiding the body into the bathwater.

ZACK
Where the fuck did that ringtone come from? 

The ringtone goes off once again and ZACK hears it coming from the fridge. He caustionly walks over to the fridge awear of the trap that killed CHRIS. ZACK opens the fridge door standing behind it. Nothing comes out. He checks the fridge but nothing there. ZACK feels more confident and opens the freezer door, but two more spikes shoot out hitting him in both legs and hitting his throat on the freezer door corner. 

ZACK (trying hard to speak)
Sh..sh..shii...shitt... Help. Hel...helpp.

Another figure steps out from under the stairs with an axe in his hand. 

ZACK (still trying hard to speak)
Hellpp...helpp

The figure beheads ZACK and pulls his body under the stairs. 

EXT. 7: MASTER BEDROOM

JASON
You ready if he comes?

EDDIE
More than that, I'm gonna tear his fucking heart out for killing CHRIS. 

JASON (talking over walkie talkie)
Anybody see anything? 

EDDIE
You have to say 'Over'

JASON (over walkie talkie)
Over.

JAKE (over walkie talkie)
Nope, nothing for me and MILES, over.

DREW (over walkie talkie)
Same for me and KATIE, over.

JOE (over walkie talkie)
Same, over. 

JOSH (over walkie talkie)
Nothing, over. 

JASON (over walkie talkie)
What about you ADAM? Over.

No response. 

JASON (over walkie talkie)
ADAM, ZACK? Respond, over.

No response. 

JASON (over walkie talkie)
Everyone get downstairs now!!

JASON, EDDIE, JAKE, MILES, DREW, KATIE, DAVID and JOE rush downstairs followed by JOSH and JIMMY. No one is present in the bathroom and kitchen. 

EDDIE
So they just disserpeared?! Just like CHRIS' dead body! And not to forget about MIKE lost in a fucking house! 

EDDIE kicks the washing machine and the door comes open throwing ZACK's head out. 

JOSH
ZACK!!!!!!!!!

JIMMY
Son of a bitch got him!

MILES
Holy fuck man. 

KATIE
I think I'm gonna be sick again...

KATIE runs around the corner and her vomitting sounds are heard. 

JOSH
ZACK, you can't be dead...you're my brother...

EDDIE places a tea towel over ZACK's head and picks it up with his eyes closed taking it into the bathroom. 

JASON
ADAM...

EDDIE
Oh shit!

The group rush into the toilet and find EDDIE pulling ADAM's corpse out of the dirty bathwater. 

DREW
Oh for fuck's sake man!!

KATIE comes into the room.

KATIE
What's goi...oh fuck.

KATIE rushes to the toilet throwing up again. 

JIMMY
This is going way too far now.

DREW
Yeah, we're gonna get that fucking cunt playing his sick little games or not. 

EDDIE
If any of you guys find him, bring him down to the kitchen, so we can all fuck him up. 

JASON
Wait, where's JOSH?

DREW
Oh crap

The group rush into the kitchen but find no JOSH. 

JASON
Everyone search the house, and try and find JOSH and MIKE. 

Everyone goes back to their own rooms looking around the place. 

JAKE, MILES, JASON and EDDIE go back to their rooms with footshots going over a creaky floorboard. Unknown to everybody else, the figure climbs over the banister and locks the door on JASON and EDDIE. He pulls JASON's shotgun from under his trenchcoat and goes into JAKE and MILE's room. 

MILES
What the fuck?!

JAKE
Move!

The figure fires missing. MILES jumps up and headbutts the figure trying to run out the room but to trip and falling into the closet door. The figure regains his composture and shoots his second shot, blowing MILE's head off. 

JAKE
Nooooooooooooo!!

JAKE charges at the figure as he tries to fire finding out that he is out of ammo. JAKE punches the figure in the face repeatedly making him drop the empty shotgun. JAKE follows by throwing the figure into the other wall. The figure tries to pull his pistol out but JAKE kicks it out of his hand and boots the figure in the face. JAKE repeatedly kicks the figure until he gets up. JAKE hits the figure with a spinning back kick that sends him crashing into the wall and falling down. JAKE picks up the pistol and drags the figure out of the room. 

DREW
Holy shit you got him!

JAKE
Motherfucker killed MILES, ya godammn pussy!

JAKE kicks the figure in the ribs. 

JAKE
Here, catch.

JAKE throws DREW the pistol. The figure then pushes JAKE foward where he steps on the creaky floorboard setting off a string attached to an axe on the ceiling that swings down and stabs JAKE in the back, rocking him back and forth until he dies. 

DREW (aiming the pistol at the figure)
You bastard!!

KATIE, DAVID and JOE come out and see JAKE's corpse rocking back and forth on the axe attached to the ceiling.

KATIE
Kill him DREW!

The figure then crawls over to the empty shotgun and throws it over the bannister where another figure catches it, loading two fresh shells into the gun. DREW tries to fire but the other figure is too fast firing both shells into DREW. 

THE FIGURE
Yeah Roy. 

JIMMY rushes out of his room but only to be caught by the other figure now known as ROY. ROY squeezes JIMMY's head until it is crushed. JIMMY's lifeless body is thrown down and ROY heads upstairs loading two new shells into the shotgun. DAVID tries to grab the gun, but ROY stands on it and points the shotgun at DAVID's head. 

ROY
Haha. You boys and gals are such easy targets. 

ROY picks up the pistol and throws it to the figure.

ROY
What'd you think ROBERT, should we let those two pricks out of the room or leave them till last.

ROBERT (the figure)
I say we leave them till last, letting them look over their friend's dead bodies. 

DAVID
What have you done with MIKE and JOSH?

ROBERT
Who? Oh, the nigger and the guy who bumfucks his brother. Well...

KATIE interups by headbutting ROBERT in the balls and slashing ROY's face with her bowie knife making him trip down the stairs. KATIE, DAVID and JOE rush to JASON's bedroom wanting to lock the door on the killers but ROBERT catches up by kicking the door in DAVID's face. 

ROBERT
You guys are gonna fucking die a million fucking times!!

ROBERT headbutts JOE in the head and kicks KATIE in the face. He then throws the heavy cupboard onto JOE's head splattering his brains all over the light blue carpet. KATIE screams in horror and DAVID tries to charge at ROBERT but he is too quick by pulling out his pistol and shooting DAVID out of the window. ROBERT looks at DAVID's corpse from the window and then turns around pistol whiping KATIE. 

KATIE
You fucking bastard!!!

ROBERT
I'm gonna rape you to death bitch!

ROBERT unzips his pants and tries to pull hers down. After a struggle he headbutts her and pulls her pants down. 

EXT. 8: MASTER BEDROOM

JASON
Fucking cunt locked us in!

EDDIE
We can't stay and rot, we've gotta break this door down. 

JASON
How?

EDDIE
Just keep kicking the motherfucking thing!

JASON and EDDIE kick and kick with all their power and evantuantly they crack the door and break through. By this time ROY had reached the top of the stairs. JASON and EDDIE see MILES and JAKE's bodies and they fill up with rage. EDDIE closes his eyes and pulls the axe from JAKE's back dropping his body down getting ROY's attension. JASON had EDDIE covered as he had ran across the bannister with great balance and dives onto ROY putting him off guard. EDDIE manages to free the axe from the trap. JASON is hit in the gut with the shotgun butt and ROY aims the shotgun at JASON. EDDIE saves JASON by slicing ROY's right hand off. ROY screams in pain even when JASON kicks him in the chin knocking him back down the stairs. ROY hits the floor hardly and he doesn't move.

JASON
Thanks man.

EDDIE
I wanted to get the fucker anyways. 

They hear KATIE's screams. 

EDDIE
Huh?

The two rush to JASON's bedroom to find the corpse of JOE and ROBERT raping KATIE. Before EDDIE can attack with the axe or JASON with the shotgun, KATIE stabs ROBERT in the leg with her bowie knife. She runs to the two.

JASON
You do it this time EDDIE.

EDDIE
Motherfucker!

EDDIE stabs ROBERT in the chest with the axe dropping him down. 

JASON
The nightmare is finally over.

EDDIE
I'm not sure if the other one is dead though.

The trio walk to the top of the stairs and find ROY still lying at the bottom. Unknown to the three, ROBERT is still alive and is coming behind them. JOSH then crashes through the window with a machete stabbing ROBERT several times and decapitating him. 

JASON
JOSH! You're alive!

JOSH
Motherfuckers tied me to the chimney. Is it just you guys that made it? 

JASON, EDDIE and KATIE
Yeah

JOSH
Is the other guy dead?

JASON
Dunno, but we should go check. 

They look again, but ROY is gone. 

JASON
Shit! He's gone! 

JOSH
Get into the backgarden, then we can see if he comes out there.

The trio rush to the back garden to their horror find the shed door covered with blood. The trio caustionly walk past DAVID's corpse sobbing and JASON montions for JOSH to open the shed. Inside, they find MIKE, sitting on a chair, with his head in his lap. 

JASON
Oh fuck!

JOSH
Goddamn it he got him.

KATIE
Why did this happen? Why?!

ROY
Because you had to feel the pain myself and ROBERT did. 

The trio turn around to find ROY pointing ROBERT's pistol at them in his only hand. 

JASON
What?

ROY
Throw your weapons into the grass now.

The trio hesitantly throw their weapons into the grass. 

ROY
Your school - 20 years ago, 6 fugitives kept the school hostage and blew the place up. Me and ROBERT were the only survivors. 10 years after, the school was re-built and re-opened by JEFF DOBERMAN and PATRICK VACAUGHSKI. We murdered both of them. 

JASON
Why?

ROY
You can't bring things back from the dead. 

ROY aims his pistol properly now. 

ROY
I'll start with you, the tall long haired guy. 

EDDIE
NO!

EDDIE dives in front of the shot and dies instantly. JASON dives for his shotgun but finds it empty. KATIE and JOSH dive at ROY. JOSH fishes in ROY's pockets eventually coming up with two fresh shells.

JOSH
JASON! Catch!

JASON catches the shells and loads them into the shotgun. ROY elbows JOSH to the side and fights KATIE's knife off of her and stabs her in the abdomen. She falls down and re-aims his pistol at JASON. JASON aims his shotgun at ROY but is shot. Before dying, JASON fires both shells into ROY's head, his brains splattering everywhere. 

JOSH
JASON no!!

KATIE
JOSH...

JOSH
KATIE? Are you alright?

KATIE
Yeah I'm fine, I've just been stabbed and I'm bleeding.

JOSH
You and your sarcasm. 

KATIE
JOSH...give this to...the police...for evidence that...that this happened. 

JOSH is handed JASON's mobile and she plays a video of ROY killing DREW. 

JOSH
You found his mobile? 

KATIE
It was...on the floor. You have...to give it to them...

KATIE bleeds out of her mouth then her head turns to the side, dead.

JOSH
R.I.P KATIE.

In a strange twist, something lands behind JOSH. JOSH's throat is slit with a machete and falls to the floor looking up at a huge man wearing an iron mask. JOSH dies and the man with the iron mask pulls out an old class photograph with crosses on everybody but 3 boys. The man pulls out a pen and crosses out 2 of the boys, leaving 1 left revealing that he is also a survivour of the 80s school incident. He tears the photograph up and picks up the mobile from JOSH's hand. The man looks at the video of ROY and deletes it. He then proceeds to smash the mobile by throwing it into the wall. The man walks into the house and out the front door, walking down the road. 

FADE TO BLACK

ENDING MUSIC

END CREDITS
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